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Broadcasters recognize that they must address a number of fundamental challenges
in order to remain compe;;ve:
• They need to move faster to quickly and economically deploy ﬂexible produc;on,
storage and distribu;on capabili;es
• They need to generate revenue sooner from mul;ple content sources and
distribu;on channels…..most importantly, they need to adjust to changing market
demands for content
• Lastly, they need to build the infrastructure today that will prepare their
organiza;ons for future changes, with the scalability and comprehensive security
their business demands
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So What’s Slowing Broadcast environments down today?
Some of the boNleneck areas are silos of Isolated purpose built appliances and
systems that have to be physically replaced in order to upgrade services or add
capacity
Another area is in the rigid Network transport and storage infrastructure that can’t
intelligently and automa;cally route content to where it’s needed, when it’s needed
– or dynamically adjust capacity as consump;on demands shiS
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Other areas slowing broadcasters down include….
Applica;ons that can’t easily share content or produc;on informa;on or distribu;on
informa;on with OTHER essen;al applica;ons – including equally important
business opera;ons
The problem in many environments is at the transport level – it’s simply too hard to
adapt to changing requirements or to move content rapidly to whatever device
customers want to use in order to consume that content
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Rapidly evolving industry standards only increase the pains on legacy environments.
TODAY we tend to see purpose built appliances in silo’d environments that are built
out for peak capacity…..which in most cases means a lot of idle capacity
For years, the broadcast technology industry was RELATIVELY steady and
predictable…..
24x7 Broadcast Channels to TV
Dedicated “Media” Infrastructure/Channel
1-3 Years Development/Channel
Limited Broadcast Formats (SD, HD)
Limited distribu;on alterna;ves…..(mostly Cable/Satellite)
Limited TV Viewing Analy;cs….not a lot of viewer informa;on
NOW with the massive shiS in the way consumers view content - especially over the
top via IP connected devices and the changing business models that come with that ,
a new type of architecture and infrastructure is necessary…….the number of formats
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David kick things over to Sabrina
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The “Blueprint” is exactly what it sounds like – it’s a detailed plan to help our
customers navigate the changing media industry.
There are 3 major pillars to our Blueprint
The ﬁrst pillar is Solu*ons
Cisco brings a great deal of hardware and soSware technology to bear that is
focused on broadcaster and media company’s speciﬁc needs. This includes
solu;ons and infrastructure for producing, storing, distribu;ng and securing
media content.
The second pillar is our Ecosystems
Ecosystems refers to our industry leading partnerships throughout the en;re
media workﬂow. Cisco is working with a wide range of partners who’s
applica;ons are cri;cal to our broadcast and media customers to help provide
a cohesive approach to migrate from today’s technology through the
converged infrastructure and towards the cloud.
The third pillar is Industry
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So how can Cisco help enable your Media Customers?
We can replace an expensive CAPEX model with a secure and scalable OPEX
approach that leverages common infrastructure to control costs and maximize
u;liza;on.
What this means is that we can help our customers move up to 80% faster.
For example, video

data processing ;me can be reduced
from 6.5 hours down to 38 minutes.
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Moving faster means Genera*ng results sooner.
We can help our customers

Easily and seamlessly upgrade produc;on to new standards like 4K or HDR
Transparently moves content through both tradi;onal and over-the-top (OTT)
markets
AND ShiS broadcast infrastructure from dedicated appliances to a converged
infrastructure with shared resource pools on- or oﬀ-premises.
The end result – we help them get to market faster with new oﬀerings in minutes,
not weeks.
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Finally, our Open standards approach will help make this transi*on smooth for our
customers because we can partner and support key industry soKware providers.
• In our approach, our customers can con;nue to use the cri;cal applica;ons
that they already depend upon, from the industry’s leading soSware
vendors, with the beneﬁts of enhanced interoperability and data
interchange
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In today’s Media environment, we ﬁnd a siloed, appliance based infrastructure,
scaled up to the peak level of demand.
Our Blueprint helps our customers migrate from today’s infrastructure, through
converged infrastructure, and ul;mately to the cloud.
SoSware-based intelligent network infrastructure removes the need for physical
system replacement when new capabili;es, storage capacity or distribu;on methods
are required.
It Enables broadcasters to move content rapidly from produc;on to storage to
distribu;on – anywhere in the world.
Thirdly, it minimizes cost, accelerates ;me-to-market, and increases integra;on with
business applica;ons by using oﬀ-the-shelf Cisco products under the broadcastaware soSware layer.
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Our Blueprint is comprised of mul;ple solu;on components.
David and Ammar will dig deeper into each of these components, beginning with
Cisco Media Data Center
This is Cisco’s approach to Data Center technology in the Media space with a
focus on simplifying workﬂows for our customers. As well as touching our
Cloud Object Storage.
Next they’ll talk about Cisco IP Fabric for Media
Which focuses on broadcast migra;ons from SDI to IP in conjunc;on with
partners , and leveraging standard Cisco hardware and API’s to move
broadcast content eﬃciently.
They’ll cover the Virtual DCM (Digital Content Manager) which is a video processing
and encoding plaRorm, as well as Next Gen IRD which handles decode and
transcode.
In the Cisco Inﬁnite Video sec*on
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The Cisco Media Blueprint is comprised of a full suite of solu;ons that span the en;re
lifecycle of broadcast produc;on and distribu;on, star;ng with remote produc;on to
end consumer delivery experience.

Produc;on Media Network solu;ons - for Remote and Studio Produc;on
Encode and video processing solu;ons for contribuion, primary and secondary
distribu;on
Media Data Center Orchestra;on and cloud object storage for the Studio
IRD (receiver/decoder and transcoder) solu;ons for primary and secondary
distribu;on
Lastly- we have a fully hosted OTT solu;on that quickly enables content and service
providers to reach their end consumers on any device they choose
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• Creates an IP-based data center op;mized for media
• Supports media collec;on, storage, and distribu;on
• Provides standards-based interoperability across a wide range of applica;ons
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So this brings us to today’s demo.
Everything on this slide IS MediaCloud.
<click mouse>
First we have the Cisco IT infrastructure, with the Nexus and ASR1k for Networking,
Cisco Uniﬁed Compu;ng System for Compute and C-series storage running Cisco
Object Store, OpenStack-SwiS and OpenStack-Ceph
<click mouse>
The next layer is Cisco’s OpenStack plarorm that is built on a core of Red Hat
OpenStack plarorm (RHEL OSP7, with other distros in the future) and Cisco plugins
that allow OpenStack to control the infrastructure layer.
On top of that we have the core management and lifecycle enhancements we spoke
of on the previous slide, where a lot of what we spoke on the previous slide is part of
our Core OpenStack plarorm, but…
<click mouse>
…We realize that Media is a very diﬀerent ver;cal than others that use NFV.
That is where we add a customized layer that includes the must Media haves, also on
the previous slide, like Mul;cast, bare metal and GPU support.
<click mouse>
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• Creates a virtualized, cloud-based environment for broadcast and media
produc;on
• Isolates infrastructure from func;onality
• Enables produc;on to be done from anywhere
• Allows heavy liSing at centralized server farms
• Enables produc;on applica;ons to installed, upgraded, or deac;vated in a maNer
of moments
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SoSware Deﬁned Storage
Scale-up versus Scale-out
Resiliency at soSware layer – erasure coding at the soSware layer; supports COTS
servers
Supports SwiS
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• Easily adapts to support any video processing applica;on
• Flexibly scales to meet dynamic requirements
• Orchestrates media workﬂows with pre-deﬁned templates and resources
• Cost-eﬀec;vely mone;zes immersive picture quality by adding HEVC, 4K, and HDR
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[NEED INFORMATION HERE]
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• Makes an en;re channel lineup and content library available to customers via the
Internet
• Delivers rapid mone;za;on of content without requiring infrastructure investment
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[NEED INFORMATION HERE]
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• Makes an en;re channel lineup and content library available to customers via the
Internet
• Delivers rapid mone;za;on of content without requiring infrastructure investment
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• Easily adapts to support any video processing applica;on
• Flexibly scales to meet dynamic requirements
• Orchestrates media workﬂows with pre-deﬁned templates and resources
• Cost-eﬀec;vely mone;zes immersive picture quality by adding HEVC, 4K, and HDR
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Seamless integra;on with leading third-party broadcast soSware solu;ons from a
wide variety of market-leading vendors ensures that broadcasters can con;nue to
use the best-of-breed soSware products they currently depend upon – with all of the
advantages that come from Cisco’s soSware-centric approach to network, content,
storage and distribu;on infrastructure.
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Customer’s nimbleness (Disney ABC) in delivering customized channels enables
business development people to start saying yes to new opportuni;es, whereas
historically the broadcast technology teams had to say “no”, because it just wasn’t
feasible to do technically. This customer is much more nimble, reducing the amount
of ;me that it takes to customize channels to their partners and to customers. The
customer has lowered its overall infrastructure costs, as running on appliances didn’t
enable them to leverage the price advantages of u;lizing commercial oﬀ the shelf
gear.
[NOTE – These beneﬁts are generali;es. We gain much more credibility if we
can aNach come concrete numbers. Is that possible?]

Since deploying the ANYRES technology on UCS, customer (MLBAM) has emerged as
the world’s largest video streaming provider, expanding beyond sports. The customer
u;lizes UCS Director and other management tools, which provides more simplicity
and reliability in the plarorm.
[NOTE – As above, numbers?]
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American Media and Entertainment Company
Overview
Infrastructure Solu/on
Cisco Media Data Center, including UCS, ;ed into a Nexus infrastructure (5K and 7K).
Management: UCS manager, UCS central and beginning to discuss UCS director.
Storage Provider: UCS C3260
Challenge
Purpose built appliances
The customer had a bunch of purpose built appliance solu;ons that did not scale, ran under u;lized and did not take advantage of the latest and greatest technology such as Intel processors and storage technologies.
Media space today looks like enterprise space of a decade ago
If you look at what is going on in the media space, it is literary in a similar place as the enterprise was 10 to 15 years ago. Back then, there were silos for areas like email, database administra;on, etc as each environment was built on its own plarorm and they weren’t able to share resources across environments.
Enter virtualiza*on
Then VMware came to market and companies could create virtual machines in a plarorm.
Also, the media ISV's did not go in the direc;on of running in virtualized environments un;l lately.
Today, soSware stacks are now becoming a recognized placed for greater eﬃciencies, greater reu;liza;on, greater scale, decrease total cost of ownership, ease of opera;ons et cetera in the media space.
Catalyst for change: The media industry is trending in this direc/on.
Solu*on
Purpose built appliances replaced by the Cisco Media Data Center featuring UCS, providing beNer u;liza;on, scalability and TCO.
Sales Approach
Seeded gear, standing up live environment on customer’s premises.
We seeded some gear into their advanced television opera;ons group, and actually, instead of telling them how to ﬁsh, we taught them how to ﬁsh. We stood up an actual live environment, in their lab led by both technical and human resources to deploy and op;mize the environment.
Worked with key ISV partners to support and cer/fy on UCS
Then also had a lot of help from our business development team to drive the key ISV partners to port to and support on UCS, both in our cer;ﬁca;on lab and on the customer’s data center ﬂoor.
We took a “joined” approach to crea;ng the solu;on, partnering with the customer and its applica;on partners.
In the cases where some of these partners were a liNle slow, or adverse to this virtualiza;on deployment, we actually asked for help from the customer. We have such a good rela;onship with the customer that we were able to help drive some of their key vendors to the table, by asking the customer to do the reques;ng.
Channel partner Presidio took on role of data center systems engineer
We do 100% of our business through resellers at this customer; it's a requirement from the customer’s sourcing department.
That said, Presidio isn't a fulﬁllment only play for us. Presidio provides a strong technical alliance from their data center prac;ce. Personnel at Presidio have a lot of domain exper;se around media and storage and preNy much acted as data center systems engineers.
Stood up live environment on customer’s premises
The customer purchased C series equipment with video applica;on accelera;on cards. We then seeded in some fabric inner connec;on to be able to show the value of running the virtual environment via templa;ng, using the VM proﬁles.
Then as we deployed that lab, we had similar discussions with the other two relevant groups within the customer account. These groups started to build use cases around their applica;on set and did some work in a lab that we setup to show them our capabili;es. They then purchased similar plarorms as the ini;al group.
Compe*tors
Main compe//on: Status quo thinking
The compe;;on was more ins;tu;onalized, status quo thinking, staying with the old school, tradi;onal silo’d environment.
We represented ourselves as the enablement plarorm to drive beNer eﬃciencies, beNer scale, beNer u;liza;on etc., regardless of the applica;ons that they chose today, tomorrow, or 10 years from now.
We really tried to change the game for then. This engagement wasn't one where they had the idea and then issued an RFP, had mul;ple people involved doing POCs etc… Instead, we brought the idea to them, talked to them about working to prove out our vision, in partnership with Cisco.
We came to them and said you have a problem, but you don't realize what it is. We know that they are constantly trying to ﬁnd opera;onal eﬃciencies, as these broadcast opera;on organiza;ons are seen as cost centers; they're not proﬁt centers. They have to constantly ﬁnd ways to drive down costs, to be more eﬃcient in their opera;ons
and to be more nimble, etc…. We went to them and said listen here is to the solu;on to a problem you might not even know you have.
Results
Increased compute u/liza/on: From ~25% to high 70%
Previously using purpose-built appliances they were seeing roughly 23 to 28% u;liza;on. With Cisco Media Data Center, we're driving that u;liza;on rate from the high 70's.
Flexibility: Ability to burst across environments in support of key events and share capacity as needed
We are able to dynamically burst for key events.
In the past, the ability to burst to handle special events was a big deal. Some;mes, loner appliances had to be brought in. Now, they have the ability to dynamically move workloads across environments as needed.
Especially now that they have three core groups u;lizing the UCS plarorm, they can actually burst from the one environment into spare capacity that might be available for another group’s environment, and vice versa.
This ability has bought the customer a great deal of ﬂexibility.
Applica/on ﬂexibility – no longer locked into soSware /ed to hardware appliance
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Cable TV Channel Provider
Overview
This company is virtualizing some of its broadcast workﬂow, moving from specialized appliances to a private cloud.
Applica*on Solu*on
Virtualizing some of its broadcast workﬂow
This customer is virtualizing some of its broadcast workﬂow. Basically, this customer is taking func;ons / applica;ons that used to run on very specialized appliances in their broadcast center, and sending them over IP and run on a Cisco private cloud.
Imagine Communica/ons’ broadcast play applica/on, Versio
The key applica;on that this customer is u;lizing is Imagine Communica;ons’ broadcast play applica;on, Versio. Versio running on Cisco infrastructure is crea;ng the solu;on that allows the customer to run its broadcast applica;on through the cloud versus on tradi;onal broadcast appliances.
Challenges
Need for ﬂexibility to scale with new capabili/es for delivering content:
This customer was looking for ways to move away from tradi;onal broadcast workﬂows. These tradi;onal workﬂows historically have been very much appliance based, running across Serial Digital Interface (SDI). This approach doesn't have the ability to scale towards new capabili;es, crea;ng new ways of delivering content, such as 4K or
whatever is beyond 4K.
Lower costs by moving away from purpose-built appliances to commercial oﬀ-the-shelf gear
In addi;on, this customer needed to lower its overall infrastructure costs, running on appliances didn’t enable the customer to leverage the price advantages of u;lizing commercial oﬀ the shelf gear.
Solu*on
Flexibility in Content Delivery Running the Imagine Versio Applica/on on a Cisco private cloud
This customer is running Imagine Communica;on’s Versio applica;on on a Cisco private cloud running workﬂows over an IP network. By running IP over a private cloud data center infrastructure, This customer is able to combine various raw feeds through the Imagine Versio applica;on to create “Popup Channels.”
Popup Channels enable the customer to create new channels of its content, for instance, branded with speciﬁc themes, in support of new movie releases, or customized for speciﬁc service providers.
For instance, this customer can now create and run scripts that allow them to basically just say, "Okay, spin up this transponder to do this thing; or spin up this quality control func;on; or spin up this Imagine Versio play out applica;on." And this job can be done in real-;me, or at least in a short ;me frame.
This customer is transforming its broadcast workﬂow, and this customer doing it with important partners like Cisco and ISV Imagine Communica;ons. In fact, the Imagine Versio applica;on is a huge driver here. By working with Cisco and Imagine, This customer has put itself in a posi;on with greater ﬂexibility in content delivery at a lower
cost, running IP in the cloud.
Imagine Versio Applica/on
Looking closer at the deal, a large por;on of the win is Cisco’s close rela;onship with Imagine Communica;ons. In fact, for the past year, Cisco has spent a lot of ;me with Imagine Communica;ons valida;ng its Versio applica;on on UCS (blades and racks). Cisco is very close to Imagine’s team, from the highest levels (CEO) on down in
partnering around these types of solu;ons.
Solu*on Elements
Cisco has a rich heritage in and around broadcast and video
An important element to This customer is Cisco is very focused on this company’s business. Cisco has a strong heritage around broadcast and video. And we've got obviously the signs of the Atlanta Scien;ﬁc and other acquisi;ons that we made over the many years that are suppor;ng broadcast and media and video; these are a really big
deal.
And heritage in broadcast and video does diﬀeren;ate us from people like HP. So when they're thinking, "Okay. Who do we want to be strategic with?" That helps us a lot more because we've got video exper;se, we've got people that understand broadcast, we've got people that understand IT, that understand cloud, that understand
storage, that understand network and understand compute. This is important to this customer in choosing who to build a long term, strategic rela;onship with.
Results
Much more nimble in delivering content
The ul;mate win for this customer is that they are going to be much more nimble and reduce the amount of ;me that it takes to customize channels, customize the way their content looks to their partners and to customers.
Expand business and revenue opportuni/es
And this also allows this customer’s business development people to start saying yes to new opportuni;es, whereas historically the broadcast technology teams have had to tell them “no”, because it just wasn’t feasible to do technically. In a mee;ng with the CTO, he was drawing on a white board saying, "Hey this is why this is important to
us." And he showed us this workﬂow and what it means to him and the end result was just dollar sign, dollar sign, dollar sign. This gives this customer an opportunity to mone;ze a lot of stuﬀ that the company couldn't do before.
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So why should Media Customers customers look to Cisco as they develop their go forward
strategy?
1. Commitment – Cisco has invested over 2 Billion in Hybrid cloud infrstructure and
con;nues to invest everyday.
2. Experience – Cisco has been a leader in IP for over 30 years and is #1 in networking,Data
center, and security. We have over 70 Saas customers, as well as over 19,000 video
processing deployments globally which power 1/3 of pay TV households today.
3. We are a Leader in driving Open standards for Media and, together with our Ecosystem
partners, can provide an Open, cost eﬀec;ve, ﬂexible, scalable solu;on to help our
customers succeed.
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David RICE: The key to success is much more than selec;ng the right vendors,
shippers, etc. It requires the ability to link all of these internal and external resources
together as eﬃciently as possible, with as much accountability and real-;me data as
possible.
Without the right infrastructure, it’s impossible to compete. In other words, it’s the
network-based media plarorm that enables success.
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Will Cisco be at NAB - whereabouts? What will you be showing?
What is the nature of your rela;onships with the strategic partners? Do you sell each
other’s solu;ons?
Who can I contact for more informa;on?
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